Labeling nitrogen species with the stable isotope 15N for their measurement by separative methods coupled with mass spectrometry: A review.
Nitrogen and its numerous hydrogenated and oxygenated derivatives are of main importance in our environment and in living cells as well in both qualitative and quantitative aspects. Their monitoring is needed to evaluate all disturbances occurring in the nitrogen cycle and in pathophysiological events related to variations of nitric oxide (NO) bioavailability. Many analytical methods are devoted to the measurement of nitrogen species, especially those related to NO, in the environmental, biological and pharmacological fields, and they have already been compiled and discussed in numerous reviews. Nitrogen isotope (15N) is stable and has a low level of natural abundance. Labeling nitrogen species with 15N associated with mass spectrometry (MS) gives rise to more mechanistic information and improved analytical performances compared to conventional methods. The present review is dedicated to the 15N labeling of related nitrogen species to monitor their interconversion and metabolism, the different chemical probes used for their derivatization and the corresponding separative methods coupled with MS for analyzing resulting adducts. The fragmentation mode of the different adducts and the resulting selectivity and sensitivity are discussed.